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Verrazano Enclosure Specification ,

The information contained herein is confidential in nature and is to be used only with written
permission from Crossroads Systems. Inc..

The information contained in this document has been carefully checked and is believed to be
entirely reliable. However. no respcnslaliity is assumed for inaccuracies. Furthermore.
Crossroads Systems, Inc... reserves the right to change this document and product without notice
and to make improvements in reliability. function and design without notice. crossroads Systems.
Inc... neither assumes any liability arising out of the application or use or any product. software or
circuit described herein. nor does it convey any license under its right or the rights or others.
companies. names. and data used in examples herein are ilctitious unless otnemise noted. No
part of this document may be reproduced or transmitted In any form or by any means, electronic.
mechanical. tor any purpose. without the express written permission of Crossroads Systems. Inc..

©1996 Crossroads Systems. inc. All rights reserved.

Crossroads Systems is a trademark of Crossroads Swtems. inc... in the USA and othercountries.

Copyright0 1997
Crossroads Systems. Inc.
Building 1. Ms 225
8101 West Courtyeml Drive

- Austin. Texas 78730
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http://www.crossroade.com

Primed in the united States of America.
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1. introduction
Document: DS30042

This document specifies the enclosure design criteria and constraints for the Verrazano
enclosure. The verrazeno enclosure will support both the OP-1100 and the CP4200 products.

1.1 Overview

This section briefly describes the strategy hehind the enclosure specification. General features are
presented to give a ‘reel’ for the design. The criteria/constraints have been revised to include
provisions tor the cP410D. This document contains the revised enclosure requirements. and
supersedes requirements found in previous documents.

1.1.1 Motivation

The Verrezano product. as defined in the Verrezano Statement of Requirements, is a stand alone
system that provides one or two scsl parallel bus connections and e Fibre channel connection.
it translates (bridges) the SCSI protocol between the two media types. it is a sell-contained
system consisting of a power supply, a microprocessor. several megabytes of memory. and
controllers for SCSI, Fibre Channel, 802.3 Ethernet. and a serial connection. ~

The system is intended tor a standard commercial environment. primarily as a ‘desktop’ model.
Provision for a rack mount is providing through mounting hardware.

The attractiveness of the desktop configuration is of prime importance. other constraints to the
design are physical size. electromagnetic emissions limits, and heat dissipation.

1 .1.2 Description

A rough drawing or verrazano is shown in Figure 1. This is the desktop configuration. Rubber
"feel" are placed on the bottom. The back face contains connectors and the power entry. in order

tcmatcit mount the unit. the rubberfeet are removed. and the box is attached to e 2U tail rackis e. .

 
Figure 1. Approximate size or enclosure. The depth is 9". The height end
width are determined by the panel out-cute on the back teoe and any
clearance necessary tor eeeembiy.
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